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In Man versus machine (Blue Line, April
2005) we summarized our research on people’s
ability to accurately predict an offender’s home
location based on where they commit their
crimes. We argued that their performance im-
proves, after a short training session, to that
typically achieved by computerized geographic
profiling (GP) systems.
In Analysis versus guesswork (Blue Line,
Aug./Sept. 2005) highly respected geographic
profilers Kim Rossmo and Scot Filer take is-
sue with our statements. Although we ad-
dressed many of their concerns in Applied Cog-
nitive Psychology, (2005, Volume 19, Issue 5),
we review them again here so readers can make
up their own minds about the value of our re-
search and the usefulness of geographic pro-
filing systems.
1. Rossmo and Filer state that “none of the
authors have experience as police officers,
investigators or geographic profilers. The
advice they offer is therefore of questionable
operational value.”
This is a common and unfair criticism lev-
elled at psychologists with no police experience
who undertake applied police research. It disre-
gards the great benefits psychological research
has provided policing in such areas as eyewit-
ness testimony, interviewing, suspect interroga-
tion, personnel selection, detecting deception
and stress management; most of this research
was conducted by psychologists with no police
experience. It’s unclear why Rossmo and Filer
feel psychological science cannot lead to simi-
lar contributions in geographic profiling. Psy-
chologists have already made advances in this
area and will continue to do so, especially as
academic-practitioner collaborations increase.
2. One senior police officer is quoted as say-
ing “there is no way a team commander
could justify to me the resources necessary
for a comprehensive canvass based on edu-
cated guess work… something much more
systematic, tested and evidence-based is
needed as the foundation for important in-
vestigative decisions.”
This reflects an important perspective but
it cannot be appropriately applied to the cur-
rent state-of-play in geographic profiling. It im-
plies that our “eye-ball” approach is simply
educated guess work while computerized sys-
tems are systematic, tested and evidence-based.
We don’t question the need to rely on such
standards when evaluating advice but question
whether the approach advocated by Rossmo
and Filer meets them.
GP systems and the advice their users pro-
vide can claim to be systematic, tested and evi-
dence-based only after being evaluated and
scrutinized by the academic, policing and GP
communities, and this has yet to occur. The
only evaluation published in a peer-reviewed
journal considered the effectiveness of David
Canter’s profiling system, Dragnet, which
Rossmo and Filer indicate is not widely used
in North America. The only published study
evaluating Rossmo’s system appears in his own
book. Both studies suggest that these systems
can provide accurate predictions but more re-
search is needed.
A second, broader concern with the state-
ment comes from the substantial evidence that
investigative advice is often grounded in edu-
cated guesswork. Several police investigators
have told us it is quite common for neighbour-
hood canvasses to be based on such “guess-
work.” This is particularly the case for investi-
gative advice given by geographic (or psycho-
logical) profilers.
A psychological profile is “an educated
attempt to provide investigative agencies with
specific information to the type of individual
who committed a certain crime,” said retired
NYPD Lieutenant-Commander Vernon
Geberth, who has 40 years of police experi-
ence. UK and Canadian profilers frequently
make similar statements and Rossmo himself
admits that a large component of GP is “sub-
jective,” particularly when the profiler attempts
to reconstruct the offender’s mental map.
The many examples of neighbourhood can-
vasses based on profiling advice provide, in
our opinion, examples of investigative strate-
gies being based on educated guesswork.
3. Another senior police officer is quoted as
saying “articles such as ‘Man versus ma-
chine’ are counter-productive to profes-
sional law enforcement and only make our
job more difficult.”
We disagree – if he is referring to articles
that critically examine the use of existing po-
lice procedures or propose potentially useful
new ways of carrying out policing tasks. Em-
pirical research conducted on investigative pro-
cedures and techniques help police services
evolve better practice.
If he considers our article counter-produc-
tive because of a perception we have drawn
conclusions based on flawed research, than that
is a more reasonable criticism. We are the first
to admit that there are some limitations with
our research and have discussed these openly
in our articles, but that does not make it coun-
ter-productive or limit the practical implica-
tions of the results. All psychological research
is limited to some extent, but few would argue
that it has no value.
Eyewitness testimony provides one of the
best examples. Although the research may be
considered highly artificial – it typically in-
volves showing university students films of
mock crimes, then asking them to recall or rec-
ognize information from the film – findings
have had a very positive impact on policing
(new lineup procedures to increase the accu-
racy of eyewitness identification, for example).
We are currently attempting to improve the
quality of our research, in part by taking on
criticisms like those raised by Rossmo and Filer
and working with police forces to ensure that
it becomes more realistic.
It must be reiterated that there is little em-
pirical evidence available to support the use of
GP systems and that which does exist is limited
in numerous ways. Thus, it could be viewed as
equally counter-productive to rely on using these
systems before such evidence exists.
4. Rossmo and Filer imply that we have focused
solely on students in our experiments and
relied on solved cases.
While our peer-reviewed experiments fo-
cused on students, we make it clear in our arti-
cle that we also tested police officers, and the
results were consistent with our student re-
search. We used solved cases to evaluate dif-
ferent GP methods because it is necessary to
compare the predicted home location to the
offenders’ actual home location to evaluate
accuracy. While using solved offences may
distort research findings, since there may be
important differences between offenders who
are caught and those that aren’t, there is no
other option and all researchers in this area use
this approach.
5. GP is more than just analyzing crime loca-
tions, Rossmo says, arguing that we didn’t
examine auxiliary factors such as offender
type, demographics, crime sites, hunting
method, target backcloth, land use and zon-
ing, arterial routes and barriers, temporal
patterns and displacements.
While Rossmo and Filer’s approach consid-
ers these factors, we are less convinced of the
value they add to the GP process. Geographic
profilers cannot draw on research to guide them
in using the additional information to refine their
quantitative predictions. Although information
regarding the impact of offender type and
demographics does exist, the other factors have
not been adequately researched.
We have begun to research these issues. In
one study, for example, we examined how the
number of crimes an officer considers when
making a prediction and the level of topo-
graphical detail they’re given affects their pre-
dictive accuracy. As in previous studies, our
training approach improved their performance
to a point where they were as accurate as a GP
system, but neither of the two factors had an
impact on participants’ performance.
6. Rossmo and Filer argue that five crime loca-
tions are typically needed to construct a geo-
graphic profile, with the average being 20.
They suggest the three locations used in some
of our research makes our results question-
able. They also provide two maps, one con-
sisting of only a few crime site locations and
the other with many, arguing that it’s harder
to “eyeball” the centre of a crime series when
considering a larger number of crimes.
There is much debate about the number of
crimes required for a geographic prediction to
be reliable. Research conducted by ourselves and
others indicates the number of crimes doesn’t
have a large impact on predictive accuracy. For
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example, we have conducted studies using se-
ries of three, five and seven crimes and our re-
sults did not change. Furthermore, serial offend-
ers, other than burglars, rarely commit 20 or
more crimes; even Rossmo’s published serial
homicide data supports this, showing there are
few crime series of this length since 1980. There
were five or more victims in only .07 per cent
of US homicides in 2002, according to US Bu-
reau of Justice statistics.
We are not convinced it’s harder to find
the center of a crime distribution as the number
of crimes increase – but even if it is, there are
profiling approaches effective in such circum-
stances that are far less complex and expen-
sive than GP systems. For example, as we in-
dicated in our article, a number of researchers
have found that simply calculating the spatial
mean of a crime series (assigning each point
an X and Y coordinate and then calculating an
average X and Y coordinate) can produce pre-
dictions that are as accurate as those made by
GP systems.
7. Rossmo and Filer argue that the way we
measure predictive accuracy is incorrect.
In all of our studies, we have had partici-
pants predict a particular location as the (sin-
gle) point where an offender lives and meas-
ured their accuracy by calculating the distance
between the predicted and actual home loca-
tion. Rossmo and Filer believe this approach is
incorrect because GP systems provide a search
strategy which indicates the probability of an
offender residing at every location around the
area of criminal activity.
The measure of accuracy they prefer is re-
ferred to as hit percentage – the percentage of
locations to be searched within the search area,
from highest to lowest probability, before the
offender’s home is located. Their approach is
potentially useful, but to be valid, it must have
utility for police and it’s not clear, from current
evidence, that this is the case. Some GP system
users, such as David Canter in the UK, indicate
police forces are often unable to effectively use
this strategy because they cannot always search
the prioritized area. High costs or too many resi-
dents in the area leads them to focus their ef-
forts on the highest probability area.
Under such conditions, there is little dif-
ference between the single-point predictions we
have focused on and the search strategy ap-
proach advocated by Rossmo and Filer. Even
when this is not the case, single-point predic-
tions could potentially provide the basis for an
effective search strategy; police could start
searching for the offender at the predicted point,
for example, and work their way outwards un-
til resources are depleted.
8. Rossmo and Filer state that the heuristics
we teach have been shown to result in er-
rors in reasoning and they caution against
using them.
While there is research to support this state-
ment, it was done mainly in the 1970s and ’80s
and has been superseded by studies suggest-
ing a more positive role for heuristics. For ex-
ample, Rossmo and Filer don’t mention a grow-
ing body of research demonstrating that using
heuristics can and often does result in good
decisions. Some of this research has compared
simple heuristics to complicated computational
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techniques across a range of domains; the re-
sults suggest simple heuristics can result in
better decisions.
9. Our results support a low-cost, easy to im-
plement alternative to GP systems. Rossmo
and Filer take issue with this because “this
conclusion ignores the fact that US, Cana-
dian and UK police agencies can obtain
geographic profiling services from federal
law enforcement agencies at no cost.”
While agencies can obtain GP services at
no cost, they are not free; the burden of costs
are simply shifted to a different agency. Nor
does their rebuttal help the many countries –
South Africa, for example – that deal with se-
rial crime on a regular basis but don’t have re-
course to a free service.
There’s also the cost in time, which is per-
haps more important than financial cost. Geo-
graphic profiles of the type advocated by
Rossmo and Filer take up to two weeks longer
to complete than heuristic-led judgments. If
future research continues to confirm that both
approaches produce equally accurate results,
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For the past nine years Monad Security
Audits Systems has held a security confer-
ence in Toronto. Each spring security man-
agers from across Canada attend this con-
ference to listen and learn from profession-
als from all branches of the justice system.
Each year the staff at Monad Security Audit
Systems selects a security manager who has
stood out as a leader and achieved a level of
excellence in the field of security.
This year the “Award of Excellence” for
2004 was presented to security manager
Claude Lalande who works for the
Lougheed Town Centre located in Burnaby,
British Columbia. Claude took over the po-
sition at Lougheed upon retiring from the
RCMP.  He was presented with the award
along with a lifetime subscription to Blue
Line Magazine by the newly appointed To-
ronto Chief of Police, William Blair.
Chief Blair was the keynote speaker at
this year’s conference and his informal style
of presentation was very well received by
the audience. He spoke for well over an hour
on the importance of security and police
working together. The audience was sur-
prised with the fact that his start in law en-
forcement began as a security officer in
north Toronto’s Fairview Mall. The previ-
ous chief of police Julian Fantino, who
spoke at this conference several years ago,
also talked about his start as a security of-
ficer about 10 kilometers to the west at
Yorkdale Shopping Centre.
Police and security will continue to
work well together because the young men
and women who are looking for a police
career often work as security officers to gain
life skills after leaving school. They can of-
fer more to the police service in most cases
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than someone who comes right out of the edu-
cation system. Blair and Fantino are excellent
examples.
At the other end, many police officers re-
tire after a successful career in policing and
move into the security field. Claude Lalande
is an excellent example of a police officer  who
saw duty both in Canada and abroad. He
it seems disingenuous to discourage police
from using the quicker method.
10. Rossmo and Filer argue that the systems
we have examined are not commonly em-
ployed by police agencies and are not used
in Canada.
We focused on two GP systems in our re-
search – CrimeStat, developed by Ned Levine in
a National Institute of Justice funded project and
now offered free to anyone who wishes to use it
– and Dragnet, developed by David Canter at the
University of Liverpool. We are not aware of how
commonly these systems are used but Levine does
provide some interesting statistics, although he
admits they’re only rough estimates.
CrimeStat has been downloaded 6,000
times since March 2004, he stated recently.
Based on e-mails for technical support, he es-
timates that 75 per cent of users are research-
ers and 25 per cent practitioners from a range
of government agencies, including police of-
ficers or crime analysts.
More importantly, we tested an approxi-
mation of the underlying algorithm used in
Rossmo’s system in our research (you can use
a range of algorithms in CrimeStat). The re-
sults, included in Man versus machine, sup-
port our arguments.
We encourage readers to make up their own
minds. While we fully respect Rossmo and Fil-
er’s work, there is a growing tendency in po-
licing to assume that technology is needed to
accomplish tasks once done daily by officers
and crime analysts. This is appropriate when
the technology has been empirically evaluated
in an appropriate fashion and found to improve
the investigative process, but we think this has
yet to be convincingly shown with GP systems.
Contrary to some views, if the only thing our
work does is encourage future research of this
sort, than we feel it will have been very pro-
ductive indeed.
In one of his first public functions as Chief of the Toronto Police Service, Bill Blair is shown
presenting the “Award of Excellence” to Claude Lalande as Jim Clark of Monad Security Audit
Systems looks on.
brought his policing and management skills
to Burnaby’s Lougheed Town Centre and
quickly became a leader in his new posi-
tion. There are few better ways to start and
finish one’s career.
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